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CAMILITA’S BIO
The World’s #1 ‘Rock Star’ International Speaker, Camilita Nuttall is an Influencer, Founder &
CEO of Event of Champions®, Editor in Chief of Global Champions Magazine, Business & Wealth
Coach, 7-Time Award-Winning Sales & Growth Expert, Entrepreneur, Author, Property Investor &
Radio Show Host at The Camilita® Podcast who helps businesses of all sizes increase their sales,
launch new businesses, products and services and be the expert in their field.
Featured in FORBES & Quoted in Think & Grow Rich for Women, Camilita has appeared on SKY
TV, BBC Business News, Canada's B2B News Network and others. Dr. J. B. Hill, Napoleon Hill’s
grandson quoted Camilita in front of 20,000 people as saying, 'There is no better time than the
present to take action to Succeed’.
Camilita is the author of 4 eBooks - Multiple Streams of Residual Income, Fast Track Your
Success, How to Deal with Setbacks & Inspirational Messages. She works with companies to
increase their profit & create workable systems through strategic planning. A top sales expert for 7
years in Europe, Camilita engineered a major sales force of thousands in 30+ countries and did
over $20 Million in sales. She has travelled to 50+ countries and lived in Spain, Germany,
Trinidad, Netherlands & the UK.
As a Sales and Strategic Growth Expert, Camilita works with business owners to increase their PR
& profit, launch globally and create workable systems through strategic planning, determining
targets and developing innovative strategies related to the end goal.
Camilita is a Wealth & Business Coach to multiple 6, 7 & 8 figure business owners. She partners
with clients in a thought-provoking and creative process that inspires them to maximise their
personal and professional potential, set BIG goals with a clear plan to achieving them, realise
WHO they are, earn more money and work less by automating their businesses processes.
As Founder of Event of Champions®, Camilita also brings together the best in the industry to
deliver valuable content that promotes success, so attendees leave armed with tools to
immediately increase their wealth, gain prestigious recognition and grow their newfound network in
the world.
As Editor in Chief of Global Champions Magazine (launching October 2020), Camilita interviews
global experts on their success principles and gives entrepreneurs the exposure they need
alongside those experts to elevate their brand. Global Champions Magazine also teaches startups as well as seasoned business owners the success tips and tools they need to Live Their
Champion Life.
As Host of The Camilita® Podcast, Camilita interviews experts to help her audience stay on target
as they navigate through life’s ever-changing landscape.

Camilita has spoken to audiences of thousands around the world on The 7 Qualities of Master
Achievers, If It’s Not Making Money It’s Not Making Sense, How to Live Like a Champion, How to
Create Multiple Incomes From What You Already Know, 7 Steps to 7 Figure Sales®, How to
Outperform Your Competition in Sales and Get to Level 5!
In the face of extreme adversity Camilita rose against all odds (hustling on the public dump at the
age of 13 just to attend secondary school), to become a dynamic powerhouse of success and
inspiration. Her story alone is motivating, but it is her straight-forward advice and ability to
repeatedly gather the top minds in the industry to impart real-world knowledge that is uplifting.
Along with her husband Andrew, Camilita through the Nuttall Foundation gives back to some of
the world's underprivileged children by partnering with like-minded individuals.
Camilita is relatable. Her larger-than-life personality is genuine, as is her desire to help others
reach their full potential. By giving everything to fulfilling the dreams of others, Camilita is a brand,
entrepreneurs across the globe trust to take their business to the next level.
To hire Camilita as a Keynote Speaker, Sales/Growth Trainer, Wealth Coach, get featured in
Global Champions Magazine or attend an event, visit NOW: www.camilita.com / phone: +44 7393
553 460 or visit: shop.camilita.com

